
 

Ramblers, Explorers & Trekkers 

Forts, Forests & Fun! (July 3 – 7) 

Celebrate the week of American Independence and sunny summer days by hitting the trails in 

search of discovery and fun! Learn how to read trail maps and follow blazes. Discover the animals 

that call the forest home.  Learn why forts were important to our nation’s freedom. Then go off the 

beaten path for more adventure…Make a home of your own in the woods as we build forts, have fun 

and let our imagination run wild.  Trekkers explore forts and fortifications with a visit to Fort 

Putnam at West Point. 

 

Aquatic Adventures (July 10 – 14) 

Dive into fun and adventure. From puddles to ponds and rivers to streams, learn about the 

mysterious world beneath the water’s surface.  Search for frogs, tadpoles, and dragonfly nymphs.  

At the end of the week, Trekkers will plunge into the wonderful wet environment at Splashdown 

Water Park in Fishkill. 

 

Space is the Place (July 17 – 21) 

Blast off on a summer voyage!  There is no limit to where our imaginations will take us as we 

explore the universe beyond the Earth.   Venture into outer space to visit other planets, stars, and 

galaxies.  AT the end of the week, Trekkers will take a simulated space ship mission at the 

Challenger Learning Center in Ramapo, NJ. This week will truly be out of this world! 

 

Forest Forensics (July 24 – 28) 

Bone Basics, Guts and Glory, Clue in the Poo, Tricky Tracks….learn the basics of Critter Scene 

Investigation with our Forest Forensics week! Explore some of nature’s mysteries and learn how to 

identify plants and animals using the clues left behind.  Campers head out onto the trails for fun, 

learning and adventure to search our woods and fields for letterboxes and geocaches.  The 

adventure continues for the Trekkers as we reconnoiter the Pine Swamp Mine at Harriman State 

Park. 

 

Under the Sea (July 31 – August 3) 

Anyone for a game of sharks and minnows?  Want to make a Sock-topus? Sharks, shells, fish, whales 

and octopuses abound as we explore life under the sea through nature and craft projects, hands-on 

investigation, and friendly competitions. Of course, no Under the Sea week would be complete 

without some wet, wild, and wacky water games as we’ll find plenty of ways to beat the summer 

heat.  Trekkers will journey to the Maritime Aquarium in Norwalk, CT. 

 

Animal Superheroes (August 7 – 11) 

POW. BOOM. BAM!  What can cut through trees, breath underwater and fly through the sky?  Your 

favorite animal superheroes!   Superheroes get a lot of their powers from animals.  Web spinning, 

climbing walls like a spider, flying like a bat – you can learn a lot from watching animals. Discover 

your own superpowers!  Explore the ways animals are like superheroes and superheroes are like 



animals. Trekkers finish off the week by meeting some exotic and endangered superheroes at the 

Trevor Zoo. 

 

Dino’s Rock! (August 14 – 18) 

Who doesn’t love dinosaurs?  If you can’t get enough of all things prehistoric, this is the camp for 

you! Let’s hunt for earthly treasures as we learn about dinosaurs, rocks, and minerals! Plunge into 

paleontology and the science of prehistoric life. We’ll uncover crucial elements of their Mesozoic 

habitat, learn key features and classification of dinosaur types, and dig for fossils. Trekkers delve a 

little deeper with a program at Vassar College Mineral Museum. 

 

Summer Sprouts (August 21 – 25) 

Join us this summer to learn about the science and culture of food!  Discover how a seed grows into 

the food we eat and how ladybugs help the garden grow.  Hands-on activities allow campers to dive 

in, get their hands dirty, and have fun while learning about where food comes from.  Explorers and 

Trekkers visit Jones Farm, a local favorite, to see farm animals and orchards.  Trekkers take a trip to 

the Dutchess County Fair to see award winning animals and vegetables. 

 

Trail Blazers 
 

Super Science Week  (July 17 – 21) 

A special week for our older campers to be immersed in the world of science! Through hands-on 

activities and experiments, learn about your surrounding environment and how science helps us 

protect our planet. This inquiry-based science week is full of “Ology” – geology, biology, ecology, 

paleontology, zoology….Campers will explore a variety of scientific fields while learning to problem 

solve using the scientific method!   At the end of the week, the Trail Blazers will take a simulated 

space ship mission at the Challenger Learning Center in Ramapo, NJ.  

 

 

Eco Rangers 

You’re not too old for our camp… teens 13-16 can attend a week of swimming, hiking and 

adventure! Join Carl Heitmuller and become an Eco Ranger. We will begin the week with a road trip 

to the Bronx Zoo to experience the Congo’s Gorillas, Asia’s Elephants, The World of Reptiles and the 

amazing 4-D theater. Day 2 takes us up to Lake Minnewaska for a short hike followed by some of 

the best that nature has to offer, then onto the store for our supplies to enjoy under the night sky! 

On Day 3 it’s time to build a campsite, prepare our campfire meals and set up our new hammocks, 

which you get to keep as a souvenir. The last adventure begins at 6pm Thursday night cooking 

dinner, playing man hunt and other awesome nighttime activities. We will wake early Friday 

morning for breakfast; pick up is at 8am. Give your video game a rest and become an Eco Ranger!  

 


